Pennsylvania Member of Congress Tracking Report - 05/26/19

This is a 100% volunteer effort brought to you by a handful of progressive Democrats and Independents
who share a vision of an informed electorate and a desire to make the process of getting legislative news
easier! We want to offer thanks to the Pennsylvania Together and Pennsylvania Statewide Indivisible
organizations who host our report and help us share it out to the residents of our Commonwealth!

Tracking Congress in the Age of Trump

The lower the number, the more the legislator votes in opposition to the Trump agenda.
Member of Congress

This week’s score

Change from last report

Senator Bob Casey (D)

30.2%

0.0%

Senator Pat Toomey (R)

88.2%

0.0%

PA-01 Rep. Brian Fitzpatrick (R)

69.4%

+0.3%

Nate Silver’s FiveThirtyEight website assesses the voting records of our MoCs to provide this index, by
reviewing any bills where President Trump has stated a position, and comparing the vote of the legislator
to that opinion. Only one House vote was scored this week, related to the Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau.
Want to see exactly what votes went into giving your MoC the numbers above? Click on the name of any
legislator and you will be brought to their 538 webpage, where all of the positions that went into the index
are listed in an easy-to-read format.

Words From Our Founders

“...the most common and durable source of factions has been the various and unequal distribution of
property. Those who hold and those who are without property have ever formed distinct interests in
society.”
— James Madison, from Federalist 10

Votes of Interest -

The House restores the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau
House Vote on H.R. 1500, The Consumers First Act
Since the 2016 election, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) has been under a near
constant assault. The House in the 115th Congress passed the so-called “Financial Choice Act “ (H.R. 10)
which would have allowed Congress to defund the CFPB, if it had passed both houses.The Trump
Administration throttled the agency’s effectiveness, by putting in place leaders who had philosophies
antithetical to the bureau’s purpose, first Mick Mulvaney, and then a Mulvaney ally, Kathleen Kraninger.
Under their leadership, the activity at the CFPB has declined precipitously, as they have pared down
staffing levels. This chart comes courtesy of the Consumer Federation of America:

In response to these pro-corporate, anti-consumer moves, the House took steps this week to reverse
some of the actions taken by Mulvaney and Kraninger. It restores a number of expert advisory panels
disbanded by Mulvaney, restores a public database of complaints against banks and lenders that had
been shut down, and puts restrictions on the political appointees that the current administration had stuffed
into the CFPB’s ranks. The Hill also reports that the bill will “create an Office of Students and Young
Consumers focused on student loans, debt repayment and financial product access for young adults and
their families.”
The House voted on the Consumer First Act on Wednesday, May 22, 2019, and it passed 231-191 in a
pure party line vote. The Pennsylvania breakdown follows. Please note that Rep. Keller of PA-12 was
elected the night before this vote, so he had not been sworn into office to place his vote.
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Here’s what our Pennsylvania legislators had to say about the Consumers First Act:

� PA-04’s Rep. Madeleine Dean, 05/23/19:
“Yesterday, we passed the #ConsumerFirst Act. This act is a part of the @HouseDemocrats
#ForthePeople agenda. It will:
✔️ Restore protections for active-duty service members.
✔️ Help protect student loan borrowers.
✔️ Empower Consumer Bureau against discriminatory lending.”

� PA-07’s Rep. Susan Wild, 05/22/19:
“Today we are voting on the #ConsumersFirst Act to defend the @CFPB. The bill reverses recent
efforts to take the teeth out of this critical watchdog agency because, as far as I’m concerned,
protecting consumers from predatory financial institutions isn't a debatable issue. The @CFPB impacts
everyone in #PA07 because it looks out #ForThePeople. It's Congress' job to ensure the agency is
well supported to be both transparent and cooperative.”

� PA-18’s Rep. Mike Doyle, 05/22/19:
“The @CFPB was created to protect consumers from predatory lending practices, but the Trump
Administration has taken a series of actions to weaken its enforcement abilities. Today, the House is
voting on H.R. 1500 to restore the CFPB’s supervisory powers and put #ConsumersFirst!”

The House and Senate fix a BIG ERROR in the GOP Tax Scam that was hurting Gold Star families
House Vote on H.R. 1994
Senate Action on S. 1370
If you remember back to the very end of 2017, the GOP-controlled Congress was working to pass their tax
reform bill that shovelled benefits to the wealthy, corporations and their donors. The bill had to struggle
through protracted negotiations, 5 separate votes (in the House on 11/16/17, 12/19/17 and 12/20/17; in the
Senate on 12/02/17 and 12/20/17) and hundreds of revisions. It is no surprise that this bill, which weighed
in at well over 1,000 pages, was rife with errors. But what was terribly embarrassing for the Republicans
was that one of the worst affected groups were Gold Star families - military families who had kin die in
service to our country.
Connecting Vets describes how families were affected by the changes made to the tax code, noting that
“since surviving spouses cannot receive both Veterans Affairs benefits and Department of Defense
benefits at the same time, many parents pass along their DoD benefits to children. But the Kiddie Tax
taxed those benefits at a rate as high as 37 percent, nearly double the previous rate.” Understandably,
such a tax burden on benefits received because of the death of a military service member was an
unexpected and objectionable burden. In response to this sloppy error by the GOP bill writers, a pair of
Democrats - Rep. Elaine Luria (D-Virginia) and Sen. Doug Jones (D-Alabama) introduced bills to correct
this mistake by treating this income as “earned income” and thus not taxable under the “kiddie tax” rules.
The House then included this provision as part of the SECURE (Setting Every Community Up for
Retirement Enhancement) Act, which includes other provisions, like simplifying the retirement plan filing
process for small businesses, creating a tax credit for businesses that set up automatic enrollment for
401(k) plans, and providing tax benefits for volunteer firefighters and emergency medical responders.
The House voted on this bill on Thursday, May 23, 2019. It passed, 417-3. Those three NO votes came
from members of the Freedom Caucus. This is how our PA MoCs voted:
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The Senate passed their version of the bill (which only addresses the Gold Star fix portion of the House’s
omnibus version) by unanimous consent on Tuesday, May 21, 2019. That means Casey voted YES and
Toomey voted YES. Since the bills passed both houses but in different forms, there will need to be a
conference, or a decision on which bill will be moved to the remaining house for a vote before heading to
the president’s desk for enactment.
Here’s what our MoCs tweeted about the efforts to pass the SECURE Act and help the Gold Star
families hurt by the GOP Tax Scam error:
� Senator Pat Toomey, 05/22/19:
“Yesterday, the Senate unanimously passed my bipartisan legislation to provide tax relief for Gold Star
children across Pennsylvania and the nation. The House should move quickly to pass it and send it to
the president for his signature.” tweeted with an embedded video from WGAL news
� PA-03’s Rep. Dwight Evans, 05/24/19:
Rep. Evans retweeted content (including an embedded C-Span video clip) from the House Ways and
Means Committee that reads, “Yesterday, @HouseDemocrats fixed an egregious error in the
#GOPTaxBill that was forcing #GoldStar families to deal with massive tax hikes. Watch Chairman
@RepRichardNeal’s floor remarks here::
� PA-04’s Rep. Madeleine Dean, 05/23/19:
“Today, we passed The SECURE Act. It is a bipartisan bill that will make it easier for Americans to
save for retirement. I urge my @SenateGOP colleagues to take up this important piece of legislation.
#ForThePeople”
� PA-08’s Rep. Matt Cartwright, 05/23/19:
Rep. Cartwright retweeted content from Virginia’s Rep. Luria, who sponsored this bill. It reads, “With
#MemorialDay approaching, the House will take action today to reverse tax hikes on
#GoldStarFamilies – an important example of how we can come together to help heroic Americans.”

� PA-09’s Rep. Dan Meuser, 05/23/19:
“American workers should be able to feel secure in their retirement. I was pleased to help pass the
#SECUREAct through the House today, which helps give hardworking Americans peace of mind by
making it easier to plan for the future and save for retirement.” tweeted with a link to a Fox Business
article titled “House approves retirement reform bill that amends 401(k), IRA rules”

� PA-13’s Rep. John Joyce, 05/23/19:
“How on earth can my colleagues across the aisle justify limiting the resources children with disabilities
have at their disposal to grow and to thrive?I condemn the Democrats for their attack on children with
disabilities today.
As a father of a child with a disability, I know how difficult it is to get disabled children the services that
they deserve. Having flexible payment mechanisms to enhance the opportunities to access therapies
opens doors that are otherwise closed.” tweeted with embedded C-Span clip of a floor speech from
Rep. Joyce, deploring the Democrats from striking down a portion of the bill that he favored.
� PA-16’s Rep. Mike Kelly, 05/23/19:
Today, the House passed the SECURE Act!
✅Help Americans save for retirement
✅Help small biz offer retirement plans to employees
✅Help Gold Star Families
Thanks @RepRichardNeal, @RepKevinBrady, & @RepRonKind for working with me on this. When
we work together, Americans win!

� PA-18’s Rep. Mike Doyle, 05/23/19:
“I’m glad we were able to reverse this tax increase for #GoldStarFamilies. There is no doubt that they
deserve all the help we can give.”
The Senate passes disaster relief bill
Senate Vote on H.R. 2157
Two weeks ago the House passed a disaster aid bill that would provide funding to areas devastated by
floods, hurricanes and wildfires. This week it was the Senate’s turn to take on the supplemental
appropriations bill.
The sticking point was the Trump Administration’s insistence that the $19.1 billion package include money
to fund the president’s plans at the southern border. After months of negotiations, the Senate agreed to put
forth a draft bill that does not include the border funds. Roll Call reports that President Trump acquiesced
to this, saying “We’re going to get the immigration funds later.” The same source provided a concise
description of the bill’s contents:
The package would provide more than $4.6 billion to reimburse farmers for lost crops and
livestock and help rural communities rebuild after various floods, storms and other
disasters. There’s also $3.25 billion for Army Corps of Engineers flood control and storm
damage reduction projects, and $3.17 billion to help rebuild military bases devastated by
Hurricane Michael and other events.

The bill came to the Senate floor for a vote on Thursday, May 23, 2019, and it passed 85-8. All eight of the
NO votes were from Republicans. Casey voted YES and Toomey DID NOT VOTE.
The vote then headed back to the House to resolve some small changes. The plan was to pass the
changes on Friday by unanimous consent. But Texas Republican Rep. Chip Roy objected to this plan,
and single-handedly held up the unanimous consent motion. This will force a full House vote in June, when
the House comes back from recess. As it is certain to pass then, Rep. Roy just succeeded in delaying
funds to needy areas for 10 days.
A few of our PA lawmakers shared their thoughts on the disaster aid hold-up:
� PA-03’s Rep. Dwight Evans, 05/24/19:
Rep. Evans retweeted content from Speaker Nancy Pelosi which reads, “House Republicans’
sabotage of the bipartisan disaster relief bill is a disappointment to the American families trying to heal
and recover from floods, hurricanes, wildfires and other disasters. Read my full statement here.”
� PA-06’s Rep. Chrissy Houlahan, 05/24/19:
“This bipartisan bill will help disaster-affected communities that are suffering right now. It is
unconscionable to delay any longer – today I'm with Veterans in our community but if I need to get on
a train to come back and vote for this important bill, I’d be glad to do it.” tweeted with a link to a Politico
article titled “Lone Republican blocks disaster aid package on House floor”
� PA-07’s Rep. Susan Wild, 05/24/19:
“The bipartisan disaster funding bill is for Americans picking up the pieces of their lives after
devastating natural disasters. It is not a chip to be wagered in political gamesmanship or leveraged to
make a point. People are suffering and need this assistance now, @RepChipRoy.” tweeted with a link
to a Washington Post article titled “Lone Republican stalls $19.1 billion worth of nationwide disaster
aid”
The Senate takes on Robocalls
Senate Vote on S. 151, the TRACED Act
While there are few enough issues where there is broad bipartisan consensus, a hatred of robocalls and
scammers is nearly universal. The Senate took on this issue by passing a bill that stiffens penalties and
encourages enforcement against scammers at the FCC. CNN explains:
The legislation would impose stiffer fines of as much as $10,000 per call on robocallers
who knowingly flout the rules on calls and would increase the statute of limitations to
three years, up from one year. It also instructs the Federal Communications Commission
to develop further regulations that could shield consumers from unwanted calls… The
legislation would accelerate the rollout of so-called "call authentication" technologies the
industry is currently developing, which could cut down on the number of calls coming
from unverified numbers. Proponents say the new industry standards -- known as
SHAKEN/STIR -- could increase phone users' confidence in their caller ID. The protocols
are designed to authenticate callers who are using their rightful phone numbers and to
eliminate calls from spammers who are using phone numbers they don't rightfully own.
The vote for this bill occurred on Thursday, May 23, 2019. It passed, 97-1. The only dissenting vote came
from Sen. Rand Paul (R-Ky.). Casey voted YES and Toomey voted YES.
Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer urged the House leadership to schedule this for a quick vote,
stating, “The TRACED Act is just what we need to hang up on these nonstop robocalls, and the House
should follow the Senate's lead and pass it ASAP."
Two GOP MoCs expressed their excitement about the TRACED Act:
� Senator Pat Toomey, 05/23/19:

“Robocalls are the worst. So we're doing something about it. Today, the Senate passed bipartisan
legislation to crackdown on these miserable calls from scammers. By the way... If someone calls to
say you won a free trip to the Bahamas, you didn't. Sorry.”
� PA-11’s Rep. Lloyd Smucker, 05/24/19:
“I’m excited to see the Senate pass the #TRACEDAct, which I introduced in the House. I’m hopeful the
House will pass this important legislation to end #robocalls without delay.”
The FIRST of FIVE frightful judicial confirmations
Senate Confirmation Vote on the nomination of Kenneth D. Bell to the federal court in North Carolina
Our first of a handful of judicial confirmations rammed through this week is Kenneth Bell. The Mountain
Xpress reports on Mr. Bell’s employment history, noting that he “previously worked as the First Assistant
U.S. Attorney and Assistant U.S. Attorney for the Western District of North Carolina. In 2003, Mr. Bell was
awarded the Attorney General’s John Marshall Award for Trial of Litigation.”
Objections to Mr. Bell mostly came because of his past work as a political operative, leaving many to doubt
his ability to be nonpartisan in his judgments. Bloomberg Law reports, “among questions Bell faced during
his confirmation involved an op-ed he wrote for the Charlotte Observer in July 2016 that made a
prosecutorial argument for charging Clinton over the use of a private email server while serving as the
nation’s top diplomat under Barack Obama.”
In a vote taken on Wednesday, May 22, 2019, Mr. Bell was confirmed, 55-43. Three Democrats (Doug
Jones of Alabama, Kyrsten Sinema of Arizona and Joe Manchin of West Virginia) joined the Republicans
in voting YES. Casey voted NO and Toomey voted YES.
The SECOND of FIVE frightful judicial confirmations
Senate Confirmation vote on the nomination of Carl. J Nichols to the federal court in Washington DC
For the second judge this week we have an experienced millionaire litigator. Carl Nichols does have
extensive legal experience within our nation’s Justice Department. Mr. Nichols clerked under both a D.C.
circuit court judge and Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas before his years in the Justice
Department, where he eventually achieved the position of principal deputy associate attorney general. Mr.
Nichol’s also worked in the private sector, achieving a partnership at the prestigious firm Wilmer Cutler
Pickering Hale. The National Law Journal reports that our new judge “reported earning nearly $2.5 million
in partnership income for 2017, and nearly $2.4 million for 2016, according to a financial disclosure he filed
as part of the confirmation process.”
One of the many groups that objected to the nomination of Mr. Nichols was Naral Pro-Choice America. In
their report on Mr. Nichols, they provided details of a court case he took while in private practice that has
reproductive freedom implications:
Nichols represented a pharmacy in its challenge to an Illinois rule that stopped
pharmacies from refusing to fill women’s prescriptions for birth control. The rule required
pharmacies to dispense contraceptives, including emergency contraception, or if a
pharmacist refused because he objected to birth control, to find a suitable alternative
without delay. In the case, Nichols challenged the rule on the grounds that pharmacists
who personally oppose emergency contraception should be able to refuse women their
prescriptions.
The vote on this Federalist Society nominee took place on Wednesday, May 22, 2019, and Mr. Nichola
was confirmed, 55-43. The same group of Democrats (Doug Jones of Alabama, Kyrsten Sinema of
Arizona, and Joe Manchin of West Virginia) voted YES along with all of the Republicans. Casey voted NO
and Toomey voted YES.
The THIRD of FIVE frightful judicial confirmations
Senate Confirmation Vote on the nomination of Stephen R. Clark to the federal court in Missouri

Our third judge this week is a lifelong political operative and fundraiser with numerous conservative
affiliations. According to The Vetting Room, “Clark has been active in the pro-life movement, serving as the
Director to Lawyers for Life since 2009. Clark has also been a member of the Federalist Society for Law
and Public Policy Studies since 2009 and of the National Rifle Association since 2016.” That same source
reports that Mr. Clark has been a member of the Republican National Lawyers Association and the
Republican National Committee.
One Indivisible group already compiled many of the nominee’s most objectionable positions and quotes:
● Clark described medical schools that partner with Planned Parenthood as “training the abortionists
of the future.”
● He has counseled right-to-life groups on obstructionist tactics against abortion providers for socalled “coerced abortions.”
● In a lawsuit against contraceptives coverage under the Affordable Care Act, Clark used
misinformation from medical advisors who said using contraceptives leads to “increased risktaking and sexual behavior.” These medical advisors have been debunked for their unproven
theories.
● Until last year Clark was a director of Lawyers for Life, a right-to-life group. Their newsletter said
“Roe v. Wade gave doctors a license to kill the unborn,” and that Roe v. Wade was “bad law.”
● An opponent of same-sex marriage, Clark has said: “one of the next evolutions of same-sex
marriage is polygamy.”
And Lambda Legal joined with 18 other civil rights organizations to submit a letter of objection to this
nominee. That letter cites many of the same issues listed above, but goes on to note that Mr. Nichols’
description of his judicial philosophy was disturbing in and of itself:
Other aspects of Clark’s record indicate that he will be a dangerous ideologue rather than
a fair-minded jurist. He has stated that he would look to the ‘founding colonies, the history
of state statutes, and long-established traditions’ when analyzing due process and civil
rights claims. He unapologetically ignores centuries of progress and law that have
extended the protections of the U.S. Constitution to historically oppressed populations.
In a vote taken on Wednesday, May 22, 2019, Mr. Bell was confirmed, 53-45. Joe Manchin of West
Virginia was the only Democrat to join the Republicans in voting YES. Casey voted NO and Toomey
voted YES.
The FOURTH of FIVE frightful judicial confirmations
Senate Confirmation Vote on the nomination of Howard C. Nielson to the federal court in Utah
Our penultimate judicial confirmation this week is Howard Nielson, a former Justice Department lawyer
who is entangled with the torture memos, and who has a history of anti-LGBTQ activism.
An industry blog, Just Security, shared a memo that Mr. Nielson wrote while in the Department of Justice
in 2005. Of that work, the blog noted:
At the time he wrote the memo, Nielson worked under Stephen Bradbury, one of the
infamous authors of the “torture memos,” which Senator John McCain has described as
“permission slips” for torture. Bradbury’s role providing legal cover for custodial abuses
re-emerged during his confirmation hearings for the Department of Transportation.
Just Security also reports that the late Sen, John McCain said he would vote against Mr. Nielson. Sen.
McCain tweeted “I will not support a nominee who justified the use of torture. Our enemies act without
conscience—we must not…”
But Mr. Nielson’s most notorious work was done in 2010 during his defense of Proposition 8, California’s
ban on same-sex marriage. The Huffington Post reports:
Nielson argued that sexual orientation is a choice and disputed the evidence that
discrimination against LGBTQ people leads to higher rates of depression and suicide.
According to the National Alliance on Mental Illness, LGBTQ people are nearly three
times as likely to experience major depression or anxiety compared to straight people.

When a U.S. district court ruled in 2010 that Prop 8 violated the Constitution, Nielson
argued that Judge Vaughn Walker should have recused himself from the case because
he was gay and therefore unable to be fair on the issue. Nielson filed a motion
contending that Walker “had a duty to disclose not only the facts concerning his [samesex] relationship, but also his marriage intentions.” That motion was denied by another
judge.
And after citing all of the aforementioned details, Alliance for Justice added another pile of issues that
should disqualify the nominee for the judiciary. They observed that Mr. Nielson, “has fought efforts to
ensure equality in education for people of color; has advocated against regulating greenhouse gases; has
frequently litigated against the Affordable Care Act; and has defended severe burdens on women’s
exercise of their reproductive rights.”
Mr. Nielson’s confirmation vote was held on Wednesday, May 22, 2019 and he was confirmed, 51-47. The
Democrats and Independents were joined by Republican Sen. Susan Collins of Maine in voting NO.
Casey voted NO and Toomey voted YES.
The FIFTH of FIVE frightful judicial confirmations
Senate Confirmation Vote on the nomination of Daniel Collins to the Ninth Circuit court
And for our last confirmation this week, we’ll have Democracy NOW introduce Mr. Collins, who was
considered for a seat open since the Obama presidency on the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, the court
level just below the Supreme Court:
Collins has defended Big Oil companies like Shell and Occidental Petroleum against
communities impacted by fossil fuel extraction and the effects of climate change. He has
also refused to say whether the landmark Brown v. Board of Education ruling was
correctly decided, and has filed briefs supporting the restriction of access to
contraceptives through health insurance.
The Vetting Room reports that Mr. Collins previously clerked at the district and circuit court levels before
working under Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia. His professional experience after clerking includes
work as a prosecutor in California, a time in private practice, as well as work as Associate Deputy Attorney
General at the U.S. Department of Justice. The same source also reports that Mr. Collins is a member of
the Federalist Society, and he has “given over $85,000 to Republican candidates.”
The Leadership Conference on Civil and Human Rights compiled a detailed letter of objection to Mr.
Collins. Here are some excerpts from their correspondence:
● “Mr. Collins has sought to restrict civil liberties and advance executive power claims. He filed an
amicus brief in Hamdan v. Rumsfeld on behalf of a group of executive power extremists (including
Robert Bork and Miguel Estrada) in which he argued that enemy combatants should be
prosecuted by military commissions in which the accused did not have the right to see evidence or
hear witness statements against them”
● “Throughout his career, Mr. Collins has represented financial institutions, tobacco companies,
environmental polluters, and large corporations in lawsuits brought by discrimination victims,
consumers, and others who have suffered harm from corporate abuses.”
● “Senators Feinstein and Harris voiced concerns about Mr. Collins’ temperament. In a recent
statement, they said that during their in-state vetting process, “concerns were raised about his
temperament and rigidity” and “we were told that Mr. Collins has a history of taking strong litigation
positions for no reason other than attempting to overturn precedent and push legal boundaries.
This should be a concern to all senators – it should not be a partisan issue. Consistency and
stability are vital in the law.”
Mr. Collins’ confirmation vote was held on Thursday, May 21, 2019 and he was confirmed, 53-46. This was
a pure party line vote. Casey voted NO and Toomey voted YES.

The new fake emergency you may not have heard about… yet.
And what you can do about it!

Just as all of the Congress was on their way home for the Memorial Day recess and home work week, on
the afternoon of Friday, May 24, 2019 the Trump Administration declared a new national emergency. This
was done so that the President could sell $8.1 billion of arms to Saudi Arabia and the United Arab
Emirates, over the objections of Congress. Ordinarily the Congress has a role in approving arms sales,
but by declaring an emergency, the President can bypass congressional review. For more on the details
on Friday’s actions, please see this CNN Politics article titled “Trump declares emergency to expedite arms
sales to Saudi Arabia and UAE.”
Last year MoCTrack produced an explainer on Arms Sales and Congressional Review. It can be found
here, if you would like a short primer on this issue. It relies heavily on the Congressional Research Service
white paper titled “Arms Sales: Congressional Review process,” a seven page legislative analysis that is
worth the read!
Senator Casey shared a Twitter thread in reaction to this move by the Trump Administration. He started
by linking to a Washington Post article titled “Trump to sidestep Congress to clear arms deals benefiting
Saudi Arabia, UAE” and then the Senator provided this commentary:
“This move from the Trump Administrations shows complete contempt for Congress and
undermines a longstanding process of cooperation between the executive and legislative
branches. President Trump is subverting years of bipartisan opposition to U.S. support
for the war in Yemen and Saudi human rights abuses. The legal justification for invoking
the emergency waiver to the AECA – Arms Export Control Act – is extremely shaky if not
blatantly erroneous. I look forward to working with colleagues in a bipartisan manner to
challenge this abuse of executive authority and subversion of inter-branch coordination
and precedent.”
This is another example of the Trump Administration flouting the will of Congress, and attempting to thwart
the Congress’s role as a check and balance on the executive. In response to this action on the part of
the Trump Administration, MoCTrack is asking you to make three phone calls or emails to your
Members of Congress:
1. � Senator Bob Casey - Thank him for being at the forefront of this issue. “I would like to thank
Senator Casey for speaking out against the Trump Administration’s move to declare an
emergency so that they can bypass Congress and sell billions of dollars of arms to Saudi Arabia
and the UAE. I hope that he will encourage colleagues on both sides of the aisle to assert the
prerogatives of the legislative branch, and take whatever steps are necessary to end this new fake
emergency.”
2. � Senator Pat Toomey - Ask him to stand up against this action. “I know that Senator
Toomey has been outspoken about how the president has been falsely asserting security
concerns to unilaterally deploy tariffs, because he feels strongly that this is an issue where
Congress has constitutional authority. This situation, where the president declared an
emergency so he can rush through an arms sale without Congressional oversight, is the
same principle… except the items being traded and sold are deadly weapons. Please
stand with your colleagues in protecting the role of Congress - the Article ONE branch - as
a check and balance on an aggressive executive.”
3. YOUR Representative - Ask them to stand up for the role of Congress under the Arms
Export Control Act. “Congress has the ultimate control over arms sales. They conferred
some responsibilities to the President under the Arms Export Control Act. The emergency
provisions built into that act were to be used in case of true emergencies to speed sales to
allies. It is unacceptable for the president to declare a fake emergency because of
heightened tensions that his own administration is creating so that he can bypass
congressional oversight on arms sales. Please speak out against this action, and pass
legislation to stop this sale. Congress is responsible as a check and balance on the
executive branch. Stand up for your position as a Member of Congress!”

We cannot let this situation go unchallenged. But this will only be addressed by our MoCs if WE
keep on the pressure! TAKE TO THE PHONES!

Twitter Action - promoted legislation

� Senator Bob Casey, 05/24/19:
“As we head into Memorial Day, it’s clear the Administration is falling short on ensuring that our
veterans have access to this program. If the Administration won’t get its act together, Congress
should. My legislation would ensure our veterans have access to this program. We owe them this and
so much more.” tweeted with a link to the Senator’s statement titled “Casey Reveals That
Administration Abruptly Denied PA Vets Access To VA Caregiver Program”
� Senator Pat Toomey, 05/23/19:
“In 2015, Philly's sanctuary city policy blocked DHS from deporting a violent illegal immigrant, Juan
Ramon Vasquez. He was permitted to roam free and in 2016 he raped a 5-yr-old girl. Philly’s
sanctuary city policy enabled this awful crime. http://bit.ly/2VWMjrm “

� PA-01’s Rep. Brian Fitzpatrick, 05/22/19:
“Thanks to @BCOpportunity for your commitment to low-income families in our community!
Community Services Block Grants help reduce poverty and support locally-operated organizations
providing a safety net for those who need it.” tweeted in response to a message of thanks to Rep.
Fitzpatrick, for cosponsoring H.R. 1695
� PA-02’s Rep. Brendan Boyle, 05/23/19:
“I am proud to support the #FightFor15 and cosponsor the bill.”
� PA-04’s Rep. Madeleine Dean, 05/23/19:
“Today @SenBobCasey & I introduced The Know Conflicts Act. It is a common-sense bill that would
increase transparency regarding financial conflicts of interest in federal spending. Americans must
know that their tax dollars are being used without conflict.” tweeted with a link to Rep. Dean’s
statement from her website
� PA-05’s Rep. Mary Gay Scanlon, 05/22/19:
“We’re now 9 hours into the #DreamAct markup in @HouseJudiciary, where Republicans have
continuously attempted to tank this important legislation. We’ll stay as long as it takes to pass this bill
along with additional TPS legislation to ensure the future of hardworking immigrants.
The AYEs have it! @HouseJudiciary passed the #DreamAct!” tweeted with an embedded video of the
announcement of the bill’s passage

� PA-06’s Rep. Chrissy Houlahan, 05/23/19:
“Today, I introduced the Servicewomen’s Health Transition Training Act, which directs the Secretaries
of Defense & of the military departments to encourage servicewomen separating from the Armed
Forces to participate in the Women’s Health Transition Training pilot program. When I separated from
the Air Force, I wasn’t educated about any of the care that the VA offered for women veterans. Today,
with a record number of women vets serving in Congress, it is time we stand up for the brave women
who wear and wore the uniform.
We lose too many vets to suicide, and I believe it my and my colleagues’ duty to fight for those who
have already given so much to our country. That’s why I’m introducing this bill today. That’s why I
launched the first ever Servicewomen & Women Veterans Congressional Caucus. Our branches of the
military owe these women every opportunity to become fully aware of their options for receiving health
care and life-saving treatments. I’m proud to have @RepGilCisneros (D-CA) and @RepStefanik (RNY) as original cosponsors, making this a bipartisan bill. In the Air Force, I promised to leave no one
behind, and with this bill, I am honoring that promise. #WomenWarriors

� PA-07’s Rep. Susan Wild, 05/20/19:
“I ❤ when we get stuff done! Today the Stronger CAPTA Act passed the House with energetic
bipartisan support and it included an amendment I led with my fellow @EdLaborCmte and PA
colleague @CongressmanGT to prevent child abuse & neglect.
��ICYMI, check out the video below��” tweeted with a link to a video of Rep. Wild discussing this
bill.
� PA-14’s Rep. Guy Reschenthaler, 05/24/19:
“Glad that @VP heard about our efforts to correct this wrong for those who have fought to protect our
freedoms. It is past time we give our servicemembers the ability to seek justice for injury or death
caused by negligence at military medical facilities.” tweeted with a link to a Fox 46 article titled “VP
Pence meets with dying soldier fighting for right to sue for malpractice”
� PA-15’s Rep. Glenn W. Thompson, 05/20/19:

“We need a well-trained and educated workforce to rebuild our nation's aging #infrastructure. Proud to
cosponsor the BUILDS Act with @RepPaulMitchell, @RepBonamici & my #CTE Caucus co-chair
@JimLangevin”
� PA-17’s Rep. Conor Lamb, 05/20/19:
“Preventing criminals from obtaining guns will help combat gun violence. The bipartisan Federal
Firearms Licensee Protection Act is a common sense way to assist law enforcement as they work to
tackle gun violence & crime in their communities. #PA17” tweeted with a link to Rep. Lamb’s statement
from his website
� PA-18’s Rep. Mike Doyle, 05/22/19:
“There are far too many Americans without access to broadband internet service - and any
infrastructure proposal should include a plan to address this. The #LIFTAmerica Act invests $40 billion
in the deployment of broadband infrastructure to communities nationwide.”

Twitter Action - assorted awesomeness

� Senator Bob Casey, 05/23/19:
“Kudos to @tomsietsema and @washingtonpost for including disability accessibility information in
restaurant reviews; nothing as disappointing (and illegal!) to read a review of a great eatery and find it
is inaccessible” tweeted with a link to the abovementioned Washington Post piece titled “Why I will
start including accessibility information in my restaurant reviews”
� Senator Pat Toomey, 05/20/19:
“This #WorldBeeDay, a throwback to the day I installed my family's first beehive! We've since gotten a
second hive and have been enjoying homemade honey ever since!” tweeted with a video of the
Senator and his family caring for their beehives
� PA-01’s Rep. Brian Fitzpatrick, 05/20/19:
“Everyone should have a lasting place to live in dignity and Habitat for Humanity of Bucks County is
working to make sure that happens. I joined them for their Hard Hats & High Heels benefit which will
help them continue their mission.”

� PA-02’s Rep. Brendan Boyle, 05/20/19:
“5 years ago today we scored one of the biggest upsets in the nation, beating the DC Establishment &
3 better funded rivals. We started 32 points behind, but never gave up. Fondly thinking about everyone
who was part of our underdog campaign, and with us on the journey since.”

� PA-03’s Rep. Dwight Evans, 05/21/19:
“While today is the 100th anniversary of House passage of the #19thAmendment, we must not erase
black women’s history in the suffragette movement. If it wasn’t for women like Sojourner Truth and Ida
B. Wells, women of ALL colors wouldn’t be able to vote.” tweeted with a link to a Washington Post
perspective titled “It’s time to return black women to the center of the history of women’s suffrage”
� PA-04’s Rep. Madeleine Dean, 05/21/19:
“Statement on Impeachment Inquiry:
Given countless opportunities to work with Congress — a co-equal branch of government responsible
for oversight on behalf of the American people — to get to the truth. President Trump and his
Administration have obstructed justice over and over again, leaving us no choice: we must open an
impeachment inquiry into the President of the United States. The President’s outrageous disregard for

the law — his cruel and constant corruption — cannot go answered. It will not go unanswered. The
American people deserve the truth on the President’s ongoing obstruction of justice, corruption, and
abuses of power.
It is the right time for the committee to launch a formal impeachment inquiry – in parallel with ongoing
oversight – to give the American people the truth. I take no pleasure in calling for this historic action,
and yet I do so with an American sense of optimism — that our government of, by, and for the people
is far stronger than a singularly amoral president.”
� PA-05’s Rep. Mary Gay Scanlon, 05/23/19:
“I just sent this letter to Attorney General Barr.
I'm happy to bring a hand cart. #TrumpCoverUp”

� PA-06’s Rep. Chrissy Houlahan, 05/22/19:
“We are all indebted to Harvey Milk, a man who bravely fought for equality. We must honor his legacy
by continuing to stand up for the #LGBTQ community and fighting for every American, regardless of
whom they love, to be treated with dignity and respect. #HarveyMilkDay”

� PA-07’s Rep. Susan Wild, 05/23/19:
“Hey #PA07! I’ll be home for Memorial Day week to honor our fallen military heroes, provide an update
on the progress we’re making in the House, & do A LOT of listening. I’d love to see you at one of these
events & hear what you believe we should be striving for in Congress.”

� PA-08’s Rep. Matt Cartwright, 05/23/19:
“If you’re a resident of #PA08 and would like to commemorate an upcoming significant date, you can
contact my office about having an official flag flown over the Capitol:
https://cartwright.house.gov/services/flags“

� PA-09’s Rep. Dan Meuser, 05/22/19:
“TODAY, members of my district staff will be holding office hours at State Sen. Lisa Baker's Office
from 9-4:30. If you have a problem with a federal agency, my district team may be able to help.
Office of State Sen. Lisa Baker
22 Dallas Shopping Center
Dallas, PA 18612”
� PA-15’s Rep. Glenn W. Thompson, 05/23/19:
“On Floor to honor the 45th #NationalEMSWeek. Thank you to my fellow #EMS providers! We
celebrate all that you do for our communities. “
� PA-17’s Rep. Conor Lamb, 05/23/19:
“Join Congressman Lamb & @RockyBleier for a special @vietnamwar50th pinning ceremony to honor
Vietnam-era veterans (Saturday, 6/1 @ 9am). If you’re a veteran & served b/w 11/1/55 - 6/15/75
REGARDLESS of location & are interested click here for more info: https://tinyurl.com/y2gc8o56 “

� PA-18’s Rep. Mike Doyle, 05/18/19:
“Everybody says they want to protect pre-existing conditions, but the devil’s always in the details.
House Democrats have been working hard to get those details right, and we did in the Protecting
Americans with Preexisting Conditions Act, which the House passed on May 9.”

Casey in the News

Courtesy of contributor Kathy Sites

"Common sense and decency would dictate that a community that gave so much to this company would
have more warning. What's particularly disturbing is not just the suddenness but the fact that the company
is allowed to do this. How is a company allowed to just pull up stakes?"
"I can't even imagine the kind of nuclear bomb that has hit the community as a result of the plant’s closure
and the massive job loss. This is like a big city losing 100,000 jobs or more. I hope you can seriously
consider hiring these skilled employees,"
— Senator Casey from an article in the Sunbury Daily Item, speaking to
the abrupt May 13 closing of a manufacturing plant, and an article titled
“Casey seeks answers about Wood-Mode closure”
"You could be paying as much as, or I should say as close to half your income, for child care. That's
unsustainable.”
— from an article on the WKYW Newsradio website, referring to childcare
bills he has introduced, but have not yet been scheduled for action by
Leader McConnell, in an article titled “Sen. Casey pushes 2 child care
bills in visit to South Philly”
“All across the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, grandparents caring for grandchildren continue to tell me
that they need more help, I believe the federal government needs to do more. This is why I introduced the
Grandfamilies Act to help relieve some of the financial burden many grandparents face as they take on the
unexpected challenge of parenting a second time around. I will continue to the fight to ensure that
grandparents who are doing this selfless work have what they need.”
— from an article in WeAreCentralPA.com titled “U.S. Senator Bob Casey
introduces a bill to help Grandparents raising Grandchildren” about the
introduction of the Grandfamilies Act intended to provide financial
assistance to older Americans charged with raising grandchildren,
especially as a result of the ongoing opioid crisis

Fitzpatrick in the News

“I am proud we were able to work together to deliver these critical funds for the Delaware River Basin
Restoration Program which will help our community protect our drinking water. We must all take steps to
protect our environment and use American innovation to improve environmental policies and encourage
better environmental stewardship so the Basin can continue to help our community thrive for generations
to come.”
—from an article in TAP into East Brunswick titled “Reps. Watson
Coleman, Boyle and Fitzpatrick Announce Increase in Funding for
Protection of the Delaware River Basin”
“No veteran should be homeless, and we must take every action possible to ensure we care for those who
stepped up to serve our country. This legislation will help address the needs of our women veterans and
their families while also helping us identify areas we can improve services focused on helping homeless
veterans. I’m proud to join Representative Levin to introduce this bipartisan measure because taking care
of our veterans should never be a partisan issue.”
— from a piece in the Bucks Local News titled “Fitzpatrick introduces
bipartisan legislation to help end homelessness among women veterans
and their families,” please note that the link specifically stated that this is a
reprint of a press release from the Congressman’s office
“It is imperative that our nation’s veterans receive access to the highest quality medical testing and
treatment options, including mental health. We need to know if veterans in every community have the
resources they need to live happy and healthy lives and are receiving the care they have earned.”
— from an article in the Burlington Times titled “U.S. Rep. Conor Lamb’s
bill addressing vets’ mental health passes House”

“Underreporting of faulty medical devices has contributed to the harm or death of Americans across the
country and we must ensure those on the front lines take the steps necessary to save lives… I will
continue to raise awareness of faulty or harmful medical devices and advance legislation that protects
patients and puts their interests first.”
— from a blog post in the Ripon Advance titled “Physicians in best
position to report on unsafe medical devices, says Fitzpatrick”
“Russia poses a huge threat to Ukraine, the whole region, a threat to the United States, and we want to
make sure that the new president develops partnership relations with America, not Russia. Our goal is to
strengthen ties between Ukraine and the West. This is what the vast majority of people, with whom I
worked and communicated in Ukraine, aspire to. And I sincerely wish to see that [President of Ukraine
Volodymyr Zelensky] will work in their interests.”
— from an article in Ukrinform titled “Congress wants to make sure that
Zelensky will be partner of US, not Russia”

Toomey in the News

Courtesy of contributor Elayne Baker
“These policies, like the ones in Philadelphia and San Francisco, make it harder to stop illegal immigration
and keep dangerous criminals off the streets. Sanctuary cities extend a special protection to illegal
immigrants even when federal immigration officials identify them as a threat to public safety. This is simply
inexcusable, and I urge my colleagues to help pass this common sense measure.”
— from an article in the Beaver Times Online titled “U.S. Sen. Pat
Toomey’s tax-relief bill for Gold Star families passes Senate”
“It’s great news that the taxes that Americans had to pay on Canadian and Mexican steel and aluminum
have gone away. There are still a lot of problems. I have serious reservations and concerns about what
they have negotiated here.”
— from an article in Erie News Now titled “Toomey has 'serious
reservations' about USMCA trade deal”
“If you murder or target a police officer for murder, you should expect the harshest possible penalty… That
is the most dangerous type of person in our society and that’s why this is an appropriate response.”
— from an article in the Philadelphia Tribune titled “Backing the blue or
empty gesture? Toomey boosts bill to punish cop killers”
“Since 2011, disaster aid packages have exceeded the statutory spending caps by a quarter of a trillion
dollars. Since disaster aid funding has become an annual exercise, Congress and the president should be
able to provide assistance while respecting budgetary rules. Setting an annual appropriation for disaster
aid is a good place to start.”
— from an article in Utah Policy titled “Romney, Lee, Braun, Toomey
introduce legislation to require Congress to budget for natural disasters”
“China is the world’s second biggest economy. It’s a revisionist power. It’s now, for the first time,
attempting to be able to project force. It’s intimidating neighbours. It’s disrupting American institutions. And
it has engaged in some egregious economic behavior theft of intellectual property in various ways. This
agreement, if we reach one, won’t solve all of those problems, and the tariffs are absolutely painful and
dislocating. But if, in the end, we end up with an agreement that gives us a meaningful reform of China’s
most egregious behavior, we might look back and say, ‘This was worth the price that we’re paying.’”
— from an article in Intellasia titled “Toomey: Absolutely Painful China
Tariffs may be worth the price”
“I think it's bad policy to start just sending checks to farmers or any segment of the economy. What I think
we ought to be doing is working with allies, working with friendly countries finding more markets, opening

up more markets, taking down trade barriers and creating an opportunity for our farmers to sell their
products around the world rather than sending them a check from taxpayers.”
— from a Newsmax article titled “Toomey: Immigration Reform Should Be
Expanded Beyond Trump Focus”
"The American economy has dodged a bullet. However, the danger remains that these tariffs, pursuant to
a Cold War-era trade law known as Section 232, will be levied in six months."
— from an article on WRAL’s website titled “Trump says foreign cars are a
national security threat. Will Congress stop him before imposing tariffs?”

Since Congress is home all next week and there will be no votes, we will be taking next week off our next report will come out for the week ending June 9th.
Thanks for reading up on what our Pennsylvania Members of Congress have been doing this past week.
We’re delighted to have you as a reader. If you liked what you read here and think others need to keep up
with our MoCs, please share our website - www.patogether.org/congress.html Or you can head over to
Twitter and search for #MoCTrack and retweet what you see there.
This report brought to you by the PA-01 MoCTrack team...
Elayne Baker
Gary Garb
Kathy Sikes
Kierstyn Piotrowski Zolfo
Are you an introvert activist looking for ways to help a progressive effort that don’t involve phone calls,
door knocking, or leaving your house? We are always seeking additional assistance. Our Congresspeople
are always busy and there is always more for us to cover — tasks big (example - what traditional media is
saying about your MoC) and small (example - what’s your MoC tweeting about) to fit any level of time
commitment or experience. Can you help us out? Please email KierstynPZ@gmail.com and put
"MoCTrack Help" in the subject. Thanks!

